AROMAESSENCE SPRAYS: 2 oz Glass Bottle w/ mister
These Vortex Essential Sprays combine our essences and pure essential oils that are chosen for their
specific qualities, fragrance and bouquet when added to the vibrational qualities of our essences. These
sprays are light and work with the auric field even after the scent is gone to your nose. The pure water too,
is activated with the aid of Nature to further enhance each spray's use.
Aloha – Inspire ~ Envision ~ Lifestyle
A spray combining the sweet smells of Plumeria, and Pikake perfume oils , Bergamot our Vortex flower
and crystal essences embracing the spirit of Aloha where ever you are. Honoring of the soul and spirit of
each life that enters your reality. Sweet and fresh Aloha frequencies will inspire a positive vision and
lifestyle. When you require a gentle reminder that things can improve and new solutions are being sent to
you right now!
Aura Bright – Clear ~ Uplift ~ Revitalize
Allow and know what energies and moods are yours or which you have collected during daily interactions.
Keep the ones you like and clear the rest. Each spray of the bottle will assist in keeping one’s energy
centers (chakras) and aura clear, revitalized and energized. Create and live your daily life centered and
balanced with the environment, events and people around you. We have combined our Vortex wildflower,
garden and crystal essences with the essential oils of ylang ylang, lavender and palmarosa to revitalize
your fields. Aura Bright is uplifting for body, mind, and spirit assisting in the stabilizing of new energies
flowing through your auric fields.
Celebrate! – Smile ~ Laugh ~ Love
A burst of celebration! with every spray over your head, as you mist the room or even to lighten up your
rush hour drive. Enhance any occasion with the burst of effervescent fun surprise, that makes you smile,
snap alive and celebrate! We use the essential oils of rose, tangerine, wintergreen blended with a blend of
essences that complement our nature Celebrate Blend. Each bottle filled with extra sparkle, light and
happiness to bless your experiences.
Clear Your Space – Sacred ~ Honor ~ Evolve
Combining Vortex essences with the essential oils of Neroli, Spruce, Ylang ylang, Melaleuca to create a
spray mister that may be used to purify, transmute and clear any location. Synergistically clearing old
patterns with the assistance of the area nature spirits and then inviting new vitality and life force into the
area of use.
Euphoria - Happiness ~ Confidence ~ Connected
Feeling elated in a comfortable, healthy balanced expression and being creatively at ease with your
decisions and choices. Living in awe and wonder of the beauty of Nature, the enchanting genius of every
being, and the majesty of our world. Keep a positively expectant outlook to receive that which you have
asked for. Euphoria contains a combination of our Euphoria Nature blend and the pure essential oils
Lemon, Lemon Myrtle, Marjoram and hint of Peppermint.
EverGreen - Crisp ~ Fresh ~ Enchanting
Do you love the smell of being out in the forest, of a fresh tree ready to decorate? A wreath of fresh
evergreens hung on the door? Evergreen Spray will take you back into nature. It brings the enchanted
connection to trees and happily ever after, every time you spray it over your head, into the air around the
room you are in, or even your vehicle. Invigorate the senses with the refreshing smell of the pure essential
Evergreen oils of Blue spruce; Ponderosa, Scotch, Black, Pinyon & Lodgepole pine; Western red
cedar; White & Red fir all blended with vortex essences to enchant your experience.
Fairy Fun - Dream Big ~ Take Flight ~ Have Fun

The spray contains a special collection of Vortex Essences and the essentials oil of Lavender, Lemon,
Lilac and Rose.
"Spray over your head, on your pillow at night to enhance and enchant your fairy flight. Make a wish from
you heart with prayerful delight. Let the fairy fun whimsy make your holidays bright! " For all ages! Use it
daily to bring the light of fairy fun into your activities. Great for parties and sleepovers.
Holiday Cheer – Joy ~ Delight ~ Kindness
Tis the Season to enjoy all of our senses as the world celebrates many cultural holidays around the globe
with delicious diversity. Let yourself be drawn to moments that bring something new, delightful and
memorable to your holiday. Enhance the joy of caring for others with kindness. Let worries fade as
inspiration comes on how to share in the season’s high energy. Bring out the spunk and sparkle of your
inner elf or fairy and be of Good Cheer! After all, it is your true nature! Add the spritz of Holiday Cheer
aromaessence spray and allow the magic to express! The spray contains all the Vortex Essences of the
Holiday Cheer Blend and the pure essentials oils of Orange, Cinnamon, Nutmeg.
Lavender Mist – Harmony ~ Co-Create ~ Success
Spray in any room you will be using to lighten up the environment to support new inspirations and your
desired intentions. Excellent in classrooms of all levels for calm, cooperative learning, in boardrooms
enhancing efficient, innovative productivity, in hotel rooms and homes to set sacred space for peaceful
balance and harmony. We have combined a few of our Vortex wildflower, garden and crystal essences with
the essential oils of several lavender species from lavender fields of the world.
Monet’s Garden - Color ~ Light ~ Grace
A Spring bouquet of floral scents to use as a light perfume spray for everyday or to help you set a new
creative environment for unique expression. Monet’s Garden brings a light heartedness to your senses and
grace to your endeveours, as you step into and through Monet’s portal and pleasure of flowers. Imagine if
you will Claude Monet choosing the perfect vibrational essence bouquet from the Vortex Essence garden to
support your love of creativity. We have combined his bouquet with the perfume oils of Freesia, Violet and
Wisteria with Lemon.
Snark Relief - Be Gone ~ Away ~ No More!
This spray blend was co-created to lighten up the negative thinking and many out bursts of sarcasm and
hurtful comments that run rampant in moments of stress and the to each seasonal shift and the new patterns
and plans. Inspired by nature as a fun approach to help keep on an even keel for brain balance and any
triggers for changing routine. Use overhead and in the room to lift the mood & raise the high vibe. For
office, home, car and gifts! A FUN way to brighten yours and someone's day!
2 scents : citrus or plumeria

